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Foreign.

W A L T E R C A R L S N A E S

1
Taking the broad historical perspective is often a
suggestive strategy for gauging the current state of a
fíeld of study. The chapter on 'Foreign Policy1 in the
magisterial eight-volume Handbook of Political
Science, published in 1975, is in íhis regará insight-
ful for at least two reasons. The first is its tone,
which is guardedly optimistic about the future of
foreign policy analysis despite deep-rooted disagree-
meats within the fíeld regarding both its conceptual
boundaries and the most appropriate manner to ana-
lyze its substance. There is, the two authors write, a
'sense of movement at last, alan to 'one's fírst
responses as a trafile jam unlocks and cars begin,
hesitantly and tentatively, to pick up forward speed1

(Cohén and Harris, 1975:381). The second reason is
the unquestioned assumpíion that the subject matter
of foreign policy belongs naturally to the empirical
dorhain of public policy rather than of interaational
relations — so much so that Cohén and Harris1

chapter was published in the volume on 'Policios and
Policymaking' rather than that on 'International
Poíitics5. To most readers today, a quarter of a'cen-
tury later, both of íhese characterizations will
undoubtedly raise more than a few puzzled eye-
brows. The fírst due to its misplaced (if admittedly
guarded) optimism about the future disciplinary
development of the fíeld; and the second because if
there is anything which all foreign poíicy anaíysts
today can and do agree on (and there is not .much
else), it is that they belong squarely to the scholarly
domain of International Relations (IR) raíher than to
any of the policy sciences.

This is not to say, however, that the study of
foreign policy currently enjoys an undisputed pro-
'fessionaí domicile within IR. This uneasy state of
affairs is due at least in part to the failure of foreign
policy researchers, during the past twenty-fíve

years, to consolidate theír fíeld in the manner once
envisioned. Instead, their practice has to a consider-
able degree become one of eclecticism and defen-
siveness within a larger scholarly milieu which, on
the whole, is not especially engaged with the issues
at the head of the agenda of foreign policy analysis.
A quick perusal of the table of contents of the major
IR jouraals published during the past decade or so
is quite clear on this score: very few contain titles in
which íhe concept of cforeign policy analysis' plays
a prominent role. At the same time interest in the
development of IR theory itself has grown expo-
nentially, but for the most part with little or no ref-
erence to 'foreign.policy', either as an integral part
of such theory or as a sepárate but important
approach in its own right. On the contrary, most of
the time it is simply ignored in these debates and
discussions, or politely dismissed with. reference to
the distinction between 'sysíerrí leve! and unit level

- theories, the former pertaining to international polí-
tics proper, the latíer 'merely' ío the behaviour of
individual states. 'Theory development at this
level', a recent review of theories of foreign policy
thus states laconically, 'has received comparatively
little attention1 (Rose, 1998: 145), Alexander
Wendt's declaration of (a lack of) interest is equally
symptomatic: 'Theories of international poíitics are
distinguished from those that have as their objéct
explaining the behaviour of individual states, or
"theories of foreign policy"... Like Walíz, I am
interested in international poíitics, noí foreign
policy' (Wendt, 1999: 11). Perhaps of equal signi-
ficance, foreign policy anaíysts themselves seem ío
have iost heart. Henee, as a.British scholar noíed in
1999, 'These are testing times for foreign policy
anaíysts. Ai issue is whether their área of study
rernains a major sub-field of International Relations
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or whether it has become anachronistic, either sub-
sumed or replaced by other approaches to under-
standing and explaining state behaviour' (White,
1999: 37). Similarly, a Germán colleague has noted
that despite a plethora of publications on the topic
in his home country, íhe study of foreign policy
itself is currently in the throes of a conceptual crisis
and theoretically.at a.standsjill (Schneider, 1997).

However, let me aíready at this point signal that
although there is some justifícation for the bleak
picíure of the sub-field of foreign policy analysis
adumbrated above, it by no means repr'esents the
whole picture. It reflects a disciplinary development
during the past two to three decades which has put
a sírong srructura.lis.t-systemic stamp on IR, and
henee also an effective damper on approaches —
such as foreign policy analysis - premised not pri-
marily on the international system as the generator
of behaviour but on the importance of unit-level
factors and actors for understanding and explaining
staíe behaviour. But this structuralist-systemic per-
spective has never been totally hegemonic'even in
North America, and in Europe it has failed to achieve
the same grip on the scholarly imaginations of its
mostly small, -eclectic and not equally 'scientistic'.
or 'rationalistic' IR communities. More impor-
tantly, since at least the end of the Cold War— and
perhaps to a considerable extent as a result of it -
this dominant perspective has mcreasingly had to
provide space for a view of íhe substaace of inter-
síate interactions which is more in tune with some
of the basic premises of foreign policy approaches.
In other words, a case can be made for why a focus
on foreign policy is once again regaining ground
within IR, and why it should indeed do so.

The way I intend to. proceed is as follows. In the
next section an íntellectual history of foreign policy
analysis will be presented,' primarily covering .
developments during the past half-century. After
that a conceptual and analytical overview of the
fíeld itself will be provided, in which I will first
very brieñy discuss fundamental definitional issues
and present four rock-bottom types of explanatory
frameworks defíned not in terms of 'schools1,
'grand debates' or ccontending approaches' but
with reference to two fundamental meta-theoretical
dimensions wiíhin the philosophy of social science.
On the basis of íhese four generic perspectives, my
intention in the subsequent and core parí of the
chapter is to highlight and briefly discuss some of
the more prominent contemporary attempts to struc-
ture and to pursue analysis within the fíeld. After
this the question will be raised - and a brief answer
suggested — whether a synthetlc or integrated
approach to foreign policy analysis is at all feasible.
The concluding section will pinpoint a few current
and contentious issues straddling the various
approaches discussed, indicating some áreas of
poténtial development within the field.

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS AND FOREIGN
FOLICY ANALYSIS: A SHORT

ÍNTELLECTUAL HISTORY

As is the case with IR itself, imost hisíorical
accounts of foreign policy analysis - and there are
not many available - tend to suffer from a Whig
interpretation of this history, or from what Brian C.
Schmidt} in the opening chapter of this Handbook,
has called the problem of 'presentism': 'the practice
of writing a history of the field for the purpose of
maídng a poiní about the present character of the
field3. These accounts are also to a considerable
degree infused with parochialisms of various
shades, both of a geographic, scholarly and sub-
disciplinary nature. The combination .of these two
characteristic.s makes 'for interesíing reading but
hardly for a fully illuminating overview of this his-
torical development. In other words, they have on
the whole contributed ío conventional images of the
prOgression and henee ideñtity of the field that need
to be challenged and corrected.

As suggested above, the concepííon of foreign
policy as an academic subject matter has had.strong

'roots in the broader domain of public policy, espe-
cially in the. United States. However, this is not
where the field originated but is, rather, a reaction
to the earlier tradition - primarily of a European
provenance, with origins in the seventeenth century
and the rise of .the modera state thereafter—of-view-
ing foreign policy as a distinct domain differing in
fundamental respects from all other spheres of
public policy. "The leading assumption', Bernard C.
Cohén thus noted some years ago, 'is that foreign
policy is "more important" than other policy áreas
because it conceras national interesís, rather than
special interests, and more fundamental valúes'
(Cohén/1968: 530). A further consequence of this
doctrine of the 'primacy of foreign policy' was, of
course, that being distinct in this manner, political
élites demanded that it be treated differently from
all other áreas of public policy, that is, beyond.
democratic control and public scrutiny. However,
the experiences leading up to, and the consequences
of, the First World War convinced some influential
statesmen - in particular Woodrow Wilson — that an
end should be put to the traditional secretive prac-
tices of statecraft and diplomacy.

Despite the subsequent failure of the Wüsonian
project, the study of foreign policy was deeply
affected - especialíy in the United States - by this
liberal and.democratic ideology, wiíh the result that
much of its activities subsequent to the Second
World War, when foreign policy analysis fírst carne
to be firmly established academically, was con-
cerned with the study of two major implications of
these beliefs (Cohén, 1968). The first was to focus
on how the governmental instirutions responsible
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for the formulation and implementatíon of foreign
pclicy couíd be made more efficient in the pursuit of
their tasks. The second had a more ideological thrust,
essentiaily involving a plea for the democraíization
of foreign policy - of why and how public valúes and
interests should be introduced to every stáge in the

- formulaíion and exec'ution of such policy.
However, concomitant with this institutionaíly

focused and poíicy-oriented tradiíion in the acade-
mic study of foreign policy, which enjoyed its
American heyday during the two decades following
the Second World War, we also fínd a second major
tradition, and one which has left a much stronger
and seemingly indelible imprint on the snbsequent
development of the field. I here have in mind the
induction into American thinking of a powerfiíl
"European influence, and one that stands in marked
contrast to the indigenous strands of the liberal
Wilsonian project. Realism is its ñame, and Hans
Morgeníhau was for decades its undisputed high
priest (Morgenthau, 1948). As argued by Stefano
Guzzini in his comprehensive sociological analysis
of the history of realism, Morgenthau's main con-
cern, as that of realists more generally, was to
resuscitate an older tradiíion by translating 'the
maxims of [the] nineteenth century's European
diplomatic practice into more general laws of an
American social science' (Guzzini, 1998; 1; see
also Dunne, 1998; Kahler, 1997). To summarize a
complex argument, he did this by claiming cthat the
inherent and immutable self-interested nature of
human beings, when faced with a structure ofp Inter-
national anarchy, results in states maximizing one
thing, power1 (Smith, 1986: 15). By linking this
view of power to the concept of the natíonal Ínter-
est, he believed that he could provide a universal
explanation for the behaviour of particular states.

The behaviouralist tum in American social science
in the 1950s and 1960s had a decisive effect on both
of these approaches to the study of foreign policy. lis
impact on the institutionaíly oriented research tradi- _
tion was perhaps the more deep-going in the sense
that it changed its character altogether from being an
essentiaily idiographic and normative enterprise -
analysing particular forms of policy or prescribing
better means for its formulation and implerhentation'
- to one which now aspired to genérate and to test
hypotheses in order to develop a cumulative body of
empirical generalizations. The main outgrowth of
this fundamental theoretical and methodological
reorientation was a movement, starting in the late
1960s} which became known as the comparative
study of foreign policy, or CFP for short. Its strong
behaviouralist character is manifested in its focus on
explaining foreign policy in terms of discrete acts of
'behaviour' rather than in the form of 'purposive'
state actions in the realist mode; and taking its cue
from how American behavioural political science
focused on the 'vote1 as its fundamental unit of

analysis, it posited the 'event* as its dependent
variable. In this view foreign policy is seen as the
exercise of influence in intemational relations, with
'events1 specifying 'who does whaí to whom, and
how' (Hudson and Vore, 1995: 215). As a conse-
quence the task of collecting data on and analysing
such, events, with the aim of generating and accumu-
latíng empirical generalizations about foreign policy
behaviour, became a major industry within CFP
(Brecher, 1972; East, 1978; McGowan and Shapiro,
1973; Rummel, 1972; Wükenfeld et al., 1980). It
was also .an activity generously funded by a federal
government fully in tune with these ambitions
(Andriole and Hopple, 1984).

However, it is generally acknowledged by friend
and foe alike that ibis programme of establishing a
truly 'scientific' approach to the analysis of foreign
policy was, on the whole, a significant-if com-
mendable failure. The empirical results of the major
research programmes which had been launched
during these years tumed out to be disappointing
(Hudson and Vore, 1995: -215-16), and it became
increasingly evidení that the aim of a unified theory
and a methodology based on aggregate analysis had
to be rejecíed as empirically impracticable and ana-
lytically unfruitful (Caporaso, et al., 1987; East,
1978; Kegley, 1980; Munton, 1976; Smith, 1987).

The CFP programme did not, however, eclipse-the -
type of foreign policy analysis which all along had

' focused mainly on the processes involved-in foreign
policy decision-making, or on contextual or socio-
psychological factors influencing such behaviour
(Hudson and Vore, 1995: 216-19). The former, with
roots going back íhe pioneering work on .decision-
making by Snyder, Bruck and Sapin (1954), devel-
oped into extensive research exemplified by, for
example, stúdies focusing on small group dynamics
(C. Hermann, 1978; Janis, 1982; Tetlock, 1979), the
'bureaucratic politics' approach made famous by
the publication in ,1971 of Graham Allison's study of
the Cuban crisis, as well as Steinbruner's attempt to
present foreign policy-making as analogous to
cybernetic processes (Steinbruner, 1974). The larter
type of research focus, concentrating on more partic-
ular aspects of the decision-making process, pro-
duced a number of distinguished stúdies ranging
from Michael Brecher's (1972) work on Israel,
Robert Jervis's (1976) book on perceptions and mis-
perceptions, and a long series of stúdies — continu-
ing to the present time, as we shall see below - on the
role of cognitive and psychological factors in the
explanation of foreign policy actions (Axelrod, 1976;
Cottam, 1977; M. Hermann, 1974, 1980a3 1980b;
Holsti et al., 1968).

What can be said generally about this broad tradi-
tion is that whereas there was perhaps a brief
moment in time when it could be asserted that
foreign policy. analysis was self-consciously in the
process of achieving an identity of its own ('all the
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evidence', James N. Rosenau thus proclaiined in
1974, in a statement that was soon and forever after
to cause him considerable chagrín, 'points to the con-
clusión that the comparative study of foreign policy
has no\ emerged as a normal science'), this is cer-
íainly not the case at the beginning of the new mil-
lennium (quoted in Snúth, 1986: 20). Instead, if
anything-4S-.typícal of iís practitioners at present, it is
the almost total lack of such a sub-disciplinary iden-
tity. la the words of one of its contemporary chroní-
clers, the attitude today is instead one of allowing ca
hundred flowers to bloom' (Hudson anH Vore, 1995:
22); or as another reviewer has put it (in a slightly
more upbeat locution), of opening 'conversational
space' to the múltiple perspecíives and 'new vistas'
of foreign policy analysis (Neack et al!, 1995: 12).

Turning to the development of reahsna in the face
of the behaviouralist challenge we are presented' with
an intriguing paradox in the history of foreign policy
analysis. On the one hand, it was believed by many
that given the centrality in Morgenthau's approach of
power defíned in tenns of the innate, unobservable
but crucial notion of a fíxed -human nature, it would

. not be able to withstand this confrontation. Yet, this
is precisely what it did, insofar as the behaviouralisís
never really challenged the underlying assumptions
of realism, only iís meíhodology (Vasquez, 1983).
NeverthelesSj while coníinuing to be the major iníel-
lectual forcé defining IR iíself (Guzzini, 1998; Hoilis
and Srnith, 1990), reah'sm became methodologically
divided as a consequence of the debate on its scien-
íifíc status, and suffered a setback - by no means per-
manent - with the publication of Allison's in-depth
peneíration of íhe Cuba crisis in terms primarily of an
analysis of unit-level rather íhan systemic factors
(Allison, 1971). Since the celebrated appearance of
Kenneíh Waltz's Theory of International Politics
(1979), an even clearer bifurcaíion wiíhin realism has
occurred, particularly in response to the strong stand
against all forms of reductionist approaches - typiñed
by most theories of foreign policy - which lies at the
core of his structuralist reformulaíion of realism.

In summaíion of half a century of foreign policy
analysis one can thus say that two broad traditions
have played a major role in it, and that they coníinue
ío do so. The fírst is íhe more diffículí ío label, inso-
far as ií coníains a host of differení and disparate
approaches, including work on cognitive and psy-
chological factors, bureaucratíc and neoinstitutional
politics, crisis behaviour, policy irnplemeníation,
group decísion-making processes, and íransnational
relations, to ñame some of the most important (see
Hudson and Vore, 1995: 222-8). If only for lack of a
better term, we can refer to this-íradition in íerms of
íhe primacy allocaíed within it to the role of
Innenpolitik — of domestic factors - in the explana-
íion of foreign poÜcy. As recently noted, alíhough
íhere care many variants of íhis approach, each favour-
ing a different specific domestic independent vari-
able ... they all share a comrnon assurnption — that

foreign policy is besí understood as the product of a
country's internal dynamics' (Rose, 1998: 148).
Juxtaposed against iís explanatory logic we find real-
ism broadly conceived, and for the sake of simpliciíy
(and linguisíic consisíency) we can refer ío this tradi-
íion as that of Realpolitik. Although not averse to
allowing for the play of domestic facíors in íhe pur-
suit of foreign policy, íhe major explanatory weighí
is here given ío maíerial systemic-level factors in one
form or another.

However, although íhis characterization in tenns
of the classical divide beíween domestic and interna-
tionaí politics has a long hisíorical pedigree, ít does
have at least one major drawback as a criíerion for
classifying contemporary foreign policy analysis.
For while many scholars continué to íhínk of íhis
analyíical boundary as íhe major line of división
within íhe field, and one íhaí continúes ío be concep-
tually iruitful in analysis, ií is neveríheless based on
an assumpíion which is highly quesíionable as both
an empirical and a theoretical proposiíion: íhaí ií is

'indeed feasible ío deíermine íhe nature and fiíncíion
of such a boundary, and ío do so wiíhout begging a
fundamental quesíion in the study of internaíional
relaíions. Thus, while ií can be argued íhaí this char-
acterization of the field in terms of these two broad
traditions continúes to reflect a sub-disciplinary self-

. understanding of iís development, it will noí be used
below when discussing íhe currení síaíe of affairs in
foreign policy analysis. Instead of a criterion based
specifically on the substantive nature of foreign •
poücy (and one of dubious valué), the discussion will
proceed from two meta-theoretical dimensions — one
ontological, the other episíemological - which are
entirely neutral with regard to the substance of
foreign policy itself.

CONCEPTUALIZÍNG THE D O MAIN

'There is a certain discomfort in wriíing abouí
foreign policy/ we are forewamed in the first lines of
íhe Handbook ofPolitical Science chapíer on foreign
policy, 'for no two people seem to define ií in the
same way, disagreements in approach often seem ío
be deep-seaíed, and we do not yeí know enough
abouí ií to be able to say with confidence whether it
rnay be differentiaíed from all other áreas of public
policy' (Cohén and Harris, 1975: 318). What its two
auíhors poiní to here is a íwin problematique which
has occupied a central place in the history of foreign
policy analysis, and which needs ío be addressed as
much íoday as in the pasí. The ñrsí of íhese concems
íhe crucial issue of what constifutes the particular
explanandum of the study of foreign policy: what it
is that is to be explained. For while this definitional
issue may on ñrst sight seem trivial, it in fací goes to
the core of what distinguishes this field of study from
that of both domestic and iníernational politics, and
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henee lies at the heart of the long-standing issue of
where and how to draw the analyticaí boundary
between a sub-field that wílly-nilly straddles these
two major disciplinar/ foci of political science.
SecondlVj this issue is also crucial to the choice of
theoretically feasible instruments of analysis, since
íhe nature of a given explanan.duni.has obvious and
fundamental implications for the types of explanans,
that is, explanatory factors, which in principie are
appropriate and in practice fruitful. Although there is
today (in contrast to a generation ago) a relatively
stable consensus wiíh regard to the explanandum,
which therefore need not detain us for lohg, this is
not the case with respect to the considerably more
contentious meta-theoretical issue.

This consensus bous down to a specification of the
unit of analysis that emphasizes the purposive nature
of foreign policy actíons, a focus on policy and the
crucial role of state boundaries. The following stipu-
lation is intended to capture these defmitional
aspects: foreign policies consist of those actions
which, expressed in the form of explicitly stated
goals, commiíments and/or directives, and pursued
by governmental representatives acting on -behalf of
their sovereign conrmunities, are directed toward
objectives, conditions and actors - both governmen-
tal and non-governmental - which they want to affect
and which lie beyond their territorial legitimacy.

As a starting point for discussing the types of
explanatory factors that have characterized foreign
policy analysis, it is necessary to consider two
fundamental issues that have dominated current
meta-theoretical debate wiíhin social theory (and
IR). The fírst concerns the ontological foundation
of social systems; the type of issue exemplifíed by
the claim, reputedly made by Margaret Thatcher,-
that there is 'no such thing as a society', but 'only .
individuáis3. Essentially, it revolves around the
question of where the dynamic foundations of
social systems are located. This dynamism either
has its origin in cthe effects, intended or not, of indi-
vidual action; or from íhe slowly evolving núes of
the self-reproducing síructure' (Guzzini, 1998:
197). This classic distinction in social theory is usu-
ally expressed in terms of the dichotomy between
'individualism' and Eholism', the former holding
'that social scientifíc explanations should be
reducible to the properties or interactions of inde-
pendently existing individuáis', wivilé holism
stands for the view 'that the effects of social struc-
tures cannot be reduced to independehtly existing
agents and their interactions1 (Wendt, 1999: 26).

This ontological polarity between individualism
and holism should be clearly distinguished from the
epistemological issue of whether social agency is to
be viewed through an 'objectivistic' or an 'interpre-
tative' lens. Using a different metapnor, two
choices are available here: to focus on human
agents and their actions eitherfrom the 'outside' or
from the 'inside', corresponding to íhe classicai

Weberian distinction between Erkldren (explain-
ing) and Yerstehen (understanding). As argued by
Martin Hollis and Steve Sroith, these two approaches
tell two different types- of 'storíes' about interna-
tional relations, each with its own view of human
nature and a concomiíant range of 'appropriate'
theories (Hollis and Smith, 1990). The choice is
thus between an approach that models itself on íhe
natural sciences, and one premised on the indepen-
dent existence of a social reakn constituted by
social rules and intersubjective meanings. Whereas
the former is based on a 'naturalistic' epistemology
self-consciously replicated on that of the natural

. sciences, the latter - and the epistemological notion
of Verstéhen - is based on Weber's claim that 'The
science of society attempts the interpretative under-
standing of social action3 (quoted in Hollis and
Smith, 1990: 71). This means that 'action must
always be understood from within3, and this in a
double sense: the investigator must both get to
'know the rules, conventions, and context govern-
ing the action', and 'to know what the'agent
intended by and in performing the action7 (Hollis
and Smith, 1990: 72). Although not uncontroversial
and henee in need of further discussion (which can-
not be provided here), this epistemological distinc-
tion will in the present context concern us only by
virtue of its implications-when combined'wiür the
two ontological choices presented above.

'The individualistíc answer to the ontological
question reduces the epistemological issue to a
choice between either treating actors from the 'out-
side' as rational or cognitive agents in social
systems, or from the 'inside' as interpretative .or
reflexive actors in an intersubjective world of
meaning. In either case, the individual is viewed as
the primary source of social order, and henee all
conceptions of the Hnk between agents and social
structures are ultimately reduced to explanations in
terms of individual action. Explanations proceeding
from a holisíic approach to social order treat action
either as a function of structural determination in

' some sense or other, or with reference to processes
of sociaíization broadiy defined. In both cases the
relationship between actors and social structures is
tendered in terms of some fonn of structural deter-
mination in which individual action is conceived as
a fuaction of a pre-established social order.

On the basis of these two dimensions we can
now summarize their implications for foreign
policy approaches in the following fourfold matrix
(Figure 17.1) (see also Dunne, 1995:370-2; Guzzini,.
1998: 190-210; Hollis, 1994: 183-260; Hollis and
Smith, 1990: 155-9, 214-16; Wendt, 1999: 22-40).
I shall now proceed ío discuss prominent examples
of each of the four types of rock-bottom perspec-
tives in the study of foreign poíicy identified in
Figure 17.1. Given the space available, the ambirion
here is to be illustrative rather íhan comprehensive
or exhausíive.
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ONTOLOGY

Holism

Individuaüsm

EPISTEMOLOGY

Objecíivísm

Structura! perspectiva

Agency-based perspective

Iníarpretaíivism

Socíal-institutional perspective

Interpretan ve actor perspective

figure 17.1 Four types of rock-bottom perspectives in the study offoreign policy -

Approaches Based on a Structural
Perspective

Realism Although, as we shall see below, there are
other strucíurally oriented approaches to foreígn
policy anaíysis as well, there is no doubt that most
contemporary fonns of realism fit this bilí best It is
also the case that despite íhe massive atíacks which
neorealism has experíenced as a consequence of its
reputed inabüiíy either to predict or to explain íhe end
of .the Cold War, ít continúes not only to be alive and
well (especially in North America), buí also to con-
tribute ío the contemperar/ anaíysis offoreign policy.
Fpr although Waltz has repeatedly claimed that neor
realism is a theory of international politics and henee
not a theory offoreign policy '(VValtz, 1996), strong
counter-arguments have been made that this is essen-
tially aa untenable posítion, and henee that nothing
prevenís neorealisís from formulating a theory of
foreign policy oftheir own (Elman, 1996a, 1996b). It
has also been noted that despite such denials, neore-
alists in actual fact frequently engage in the analyses
offoreign policy (Baumann et al., 2001: 37-67).

Ho wever, there are different " variants of
(neo)realism, of which at least the following play
importaní roles in the contemporary debate. First of
all, a distinction should be made between 'aggres-
sivef and 'defensíve' types (Snyder, 1991: 11-12;
see also Lynn-Jones and Miller, 1995: xi-xii; Rose,
1998). During the past decade aggressive neorea-
lism has been pre-eminently represented by John
Mearsheimer, who has argued that whereas the '
Cold War, based on bipolarity, miliíary balance and
nuclear weapons, produced peace in Europe for 45
years, its denñse will - contrary to the conventional
wisdom — perforce have deleterious efTects in the
long run. This pessimistic scenario foliows from a
strict application of neorealist tenéis, especially of
the view that insofar as the international system
invariably fosters conflict and aggression, rational
states are compelled ío pursue offensive strategies

in their search for secnrity (Mearsheimer, 1995:
79-129; see also Layne, 1995: 130-76). It also
emphazises .the role of the polarity of the inter-
national system - bipolarity 'being more conducive
to peace than multipolarity - as well as the effects
of changes in the relaíive power of states.

Defensive neorealists, on íhe oíher hand, do not
share this pessimistic and essentially Hobbesian view
of the iníernational system, instead arguing that
alíhough sysíemic factors do have causal effects on
state behaviour, they cannot-account for all state
actions. Instead of emphasizing the role played by
the disíribuíion of power in the international. system,
scholars such as Síephen Walt and Charles L. Glaser
thus instead pointed to the importance of íhe source,
level. and direction of threats, deñned primarily in
terms of technological factors, geographic proximity,
offensive capabilities and perceived intentions
(Glaser, 1995; Walt, 1995; see also íhe references in
Rose, 1998: 146, fh. 4). The picture presented here is
that síates pursuing security in a racional manner can
on the whole afford to be relatively relaxed except in
rare instances; and that security can generally be
achieved by balancing against threats ín a timely
way, a policy that will effectively hinder most forms
of actual conflict. 'Foreign policy activíty', Rose thus
explains, 'is the record of rational states reacting
properly ío clear systemic incentives, coming into
conflict only in those ckcumstances when the secu-
rity dilemma is heightened ío fever pitch' (Rose,
1998: 150; see also Glaser, 1995; Lynn-Jones and
Miller, 1995: xí; Snyder, 1991; Van Evera, 1990/91:
11-17; Walt, 1995; Zakaría, 1995: 475-81).

Neoclassical realists should be distinguished
from both offensive and defensive neorealists. They
share with neorealists íhe view that a country's
foreign policy is primarily formed by its place in the
international system and in particular by its relative
material power capabilities. However, and here the
classical roots of this approach.come to the fore,
they also argüe that the impact of systemic factors
on a given country's foreign policy will be indírect
and more complex than neorealists have assumed,
since such factors can effect policy only through
intervening variables at the unit level (Rose, 1998:
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146). This view is clearly contrary to the whole
tenor of offensive neorealism, but neoclassical real-
ists also fault defensíve neorealisís, mainly because
ií is cíaimed that their systemic argument fails. to
explain much of actual foreign policy behaviour
and henee needs to be augmentad by íhe ad hoc
introduction of unií-level variables (see, for exam-
ple, Schwelier, 1996: 114-15; Zakaria, 1995). As a
consequence of the stress on the role of both inde-
pendent (systemic) and iníervening (domestic)
variables, research within neoclassical reálism ís
generally conducted in the fonn of theoretically
informed narratives -ideally supplemented by coun-
terfactual analysis - that trace how different factors
combine to forge íhe particular foreign policies of
states (Rose, 1998: 153). More specifícally, this has
yielded extensive narrative case studies of how twen-
tieth century great powers — especially the United
States, the Soviet Union and China - have reacted to
the material rise or decline of íheir relative power in
íhe international system (Chrisíensen, 1996;
Schweller, 1998; Wohlforíh, 1993; Zakaria, 1998).

Neoliberal institutionialism Although not
generally touted as an approach to the analysis of
foreign policy, ií is obvious that the type of focus
that usually goes under the ñame of neoliberal insti-
tutionalism is as relevant to the síudy of foreign
policy as are reálism and neorealism in their various
confígurations. Indeed, insofar as this school of
thought is posited as an alíernative to reálism (and,
the view of some, as the only one)3 it also parí
passH entails an alternative approach to foreign
policy analysis (seeBaldwin, 1993).

" Neoliberal institutionalism is a structural,
systemic and 'íop-down1 view for some of the same
reasons that reálism constates such an approach. It
assumes that states are the primary actors in the
international system; that they behave like egoistic
valué maximizers; and that the international system
is essentially anarchic (Baldwin, 1993: 8-14;
Grieco, 1993). It is also for íhis reason that Andrew
Moravcsik has cíaimed that 'neoliberal instituíion-
alism' is a misnomer insofar as it essentiaíly consti-
tutes a variant of reálism (Moravcsik, 1997: 537).

Whaí then is distinctive about the neoliberal insti-
tutionalist approach to foreign policy analysis? Very
briefly, íhe following: whereas both realists and
neoliberals view foreign policy-making as a process
of constrained choice by purposive states, the latter
undersíand this constraint not primarily in tenns of
the configurations of power capabilities facing
policy-makers, but in terms of an anarchic system
which, while it fosters uncertainíy ahd henee security
concerns, can neveríheíess be positiveíy 'affected by
the iustitutional provisión of information and com-
mon rules in the fonn of functional regimes. The
result is that international cooperation under anarchy
is possible in the pursuit of given staíe preferences
(Oye, 1985); and henee certain. specifíc features

of an international setting can explain state outcomes
in the form of cooperative foreign policies (Axelrod
andKeohane, 1993; Keohane, 1993).

Organizational process approaches While
both reálism and neoliberal instituíionalism are
structural approaches of a systemic kind, foreign
policy analysis can be pursued cstructurally' on a
lower leve! of analysis as well, in which íhe struc-
tural factor driving foreign policy behaviour is not
externa! but internal to íhe state. As argued by Hollis
and Snñth, a £top-down' approach on the sub-sysr
temic level either focuses on the causal relationship
between the state and its agencies — how the latter
conform to the demands of the former — or between
agencies and individuáis; on this level a structural
view would imply that individual decísion-makers
do not act independently but generally in cónformity
with the dictates of íhe agencies employing them
(Hollis and Smifh, 1990: 8-9, 196-202).

The latíer type of claim has become known as íhe
organizational process approach ever since the cele-
brated publication of Allison's Essence of Decisión
in 1971. With roots in organizational theory, it
focuses on decisions not in terms of instrumental
rationality but as outputs of large organizations

' functioning according ío regular patterns of behav-
iour, usually referred to as standard-operaíing-proce-
dures. The most prominent recent research in which
organizational theory has been used in Jbreign
policy analysis has focused on decision-making in
general, and on the role of decision-making units -
particularly small groups - in íhis process. This has
been íhe case, for example, in recent work.reconsid-
ering and going beyond Irving Janis's notion of
'groupthink', focusing on the iníerplay between
group dynamics and íhe role of broader organiza-
tional cultures and socialization in foreign policy
decision-making (Beasley, 1998; 'tHartetal., 1997;
Ripley, 1995). This type of research points to the
applicabüity of recent organizational theory (see3

e.g.,.March.and Olsen, 1998), in particular the cele-
braíed (if not eníirely transparent) distincíion
between the logic of 'consequences', definúig the
type of action appropríaíe within both realist and
neoliberal íhinking, and íhe logic of 'apprbpriaíe-
ness1, which - as Allison and Zelikow have cíaimed
in íheir recení and subsíantial updaíing of the
organizational model - is very much ai the hearí of
the organizational process approach to decision-
making (Allison and Zelikow, 1999: 146).

Approaches from anÁgency-Based
Perspective

Cognitive and psychological approaches
Although research on íhe cognitive and psycholog-
ical characteristics of individual decision-makers
has been viewed wiíh considerable scepticism in
some quarters, this has in fací been one of íhe
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gro\vth áreas within foreign policy analysis over the'
past quarter of a century (see, for example, Hudson,
1997; Renshon and Larson, 2001; Rosati, 2000;
Singer and Hudson, 1992; Sylvan and Voss} 1998).
As against íhe rational choice assumption -
common to both realism and neoliberal mstiíution-
alism - íhat individuáis are in principie open-minded

' and .adaptable to the. dicíates ..of..stnicíural change
and constraints, it is based on the contrary assump-
tion that they are to a considerable degree imper-
vious to such effects due to their underlying beliefs,
the way íhey process information as well as a
number of otherpersonaliíy and cognitive íraiís.

From havíng in its earliesí years focused essen-
tialíy on,the,study of attitudes and attítudinal change,
and more specifícally on theories of cognitive con-
sistency, including cognitive dissonance, congruity
and balance theory (Rosati, 1995: 52), psychological
analysis -underwent a 'cognitive revolution' in the
1970s. Instead of the conception of the passive actor
underlying previous work, a new view emerged
stressiag the individual as problem-solver rather than
malleable agent (Rosati, 1995: 52-4; Young and
Shafer, 1998). The most sigoifícaat of these have
been the appUcation of 'operational codes.' (George,
1979; Walker, 1990, 1995; Walker eí al., 1998),
'cognitive mapping' (Axeírod, 1976; Bonham eí al.,
1997; Young, 1996), 'attribution theory1

(Heradstveií andBonham, 1986) and 'image theory'
(Herrmann and Fischerkelíer, 1995).

• Imp'ortant book-length work done during the
1980s and onwards include Deborah Larson's study
of changes in the attitude of major American
decision-makers between 1944 and 1947 (Larson,
1-9S5), her more recent analysis of Cold War mistrust
between the two superpowers (Larson, 1997),
Richard Herrmann's (1985) study of perceptions and -
behaviour in Soviet foreign policy} Jerel A. Rosati's
(1987) cognitive study of íhe Cárter adminisíration,
YuenFoongKhong's (1992) study of the role of his-
torical analogies üi foreign policy decision-making,.
and Martha Cotíam's (1994) work on Latín America.
In this context mention must also be made of Yaacov
Y.I. Vertzberger's magisterial The World in their
Minds (Vertzberger, 1990), which not only provides
a very useful summary of much of the work done
within this genre by the end of the 1980s} but also
propounds a comprehensive and multicausal frame-
work for analysing information processing, cognition
and perception in foreign policy decision-making.
This was also a period wheu studies of how the char-
acteristics of leadership - beliefs, motivations, deci-
sional and interpersonal styles - affected the pursuit
of foreign policies fírst received serious attention, a
focus which has continued to this day (M. Hermann,
1993; Hermann and Presten, 1998).

To this list one must also add prospect theory, not
least because it reputedly 'has evoked the most
interest arnong students of foreign policy-making'
(Kahler, 1998: 927). This approach, pioneered by

Kahneman and Tversky more than twenty years ago
(Kahneman and Tversky, 1979), holds ihat
decision-makers frame — that is, Identify - their
choices not in terms of maximizing their expected
utility (as assumed in rational choice models) but,
rather, with regard ío a so-called reference point
(often the status quo), in terms of which they are
risk-averse with respect tagains, and risk-acceptant
with respect to losses (Farkas, 1996: 345; Kahler,
1998; Levy, 1997; McDermott, 1998). ín other
words, it claims that people are more sensiíive to
gains and losses from a given reference point than
to changes in net asset levéis; and that they ténd to
overvalue losses relative to gains (Levy, 1997: 89).

Finally, a review of cognitive and.psychoíogicaí
approaches to foreign policy' analysis would be
incomplete wiíhout touching upon the íssue of
learning in foreign policy. The literature here is sub-
stantial and growíng, and to some extent overlap-
ping with • some of the cognitive approaches
mentioned above (although some of these have a
holistic rather than individualist thrust). Fortunately,
Jack S. Levy has written an excellent overview of
this field, and henee — taking heed also of his
characterization of it,.as.._a .minefield — .1 will not
elabórate oa this theme here; he has already swept
much of it for us (Levy, 1994).

Bureaucratic po'Utics "appro'ach Alíhongh-the
so-called bureaucratic politics — or govemmental —
approach to the analysis- of foreign-.policy, fk-st
popularized by Allison in his study of the Cuban
crisis, is often assumed to be closely similar to the
organizational process model discussed above (and
sometimes conflated with. itX.it.-is.premised on.an
agency-orientad rather than a structural view of the
field (Allison, 1971). Insofar as it focuses on inter-
action among organizational players involved in
bargaining games and competing preferences, it
does not aim to explain in íerms of organizational
outputs but on íhe basis of the actual 'pulling and
hauling that is politics' (Allison and Zelikow, 1999:
255). At the same time, although in a certain sense
akin ío rational choice thmking insofar as its main
rationale is to explain why decisions often take the
form of 'resultants' as distinct from what any
person or group intended, it does this not in íerms of
given preferences and strategic moves but 'accord-
ing to the power and performance of proponents
and opponents of the action in question1 (Allison
and Zelikow, 1999: 256), The pqwer in question is
not in the firsthand personal but bureaucratic, inso-
far as the actors involved in these bargaining games
represent sectional or factional rather than individual
interests. Henee the famous apothegm (reputedly
minted by Don Price, but also known. as Miles's
law) which encapsulates this bureaucratic link
between individual actors and their organizational
anchorage: where you stand depends on where you
sit (Hollis, 1994; Stern and Verbeek, 1998: 206).
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Aíthough explicitly theorízed on tñe basis of íhe
empirical realities of how goveraments actuaíly
work (at least in the United States), this view of
foreign policy decision-making has over the years
received considerable cnticism both with reference
to conceptual confusión andpoor empirical perfor-
mance (see, for example, Bendor and Hammond,
1992; Berastein, 2000; Rhodes, 1994; Welch,
1998). Nevertheless, it continúes to stimulate
research on foreign policy, and- alíhough earlier
claimed to be excessively US-centred in its empiri-
cal applicability, it is slowly fínding its way to
Europe as well (see, for example, the contributíons
in Stera and Verbeek, 1998). Allison (with his co-
author) has also upgraded the chapter on govern-
mental politics in the second edition of his study,
including in it a host of empirical examples post-,
dating the Cuban crisis (Allison and Zelikow, 1999:
255-378; see also Karbo, 1998).

Liberal approach Aíthough it has roots going
back to the early Rosenau (Rosenau, 1969) and
prominent European scholars of foreign policy
(Czempiel, 1981; Hanrieder, 1967), as well as to
research on the role of domestic structures in
foreign policy analysis pioneered by Peter
Katzenstein (Katzenstein, 1976, 1978) and subse-
quently developed by Matthew Evangelista,
Thomas Risse-Kappen and others (Evangelista,
19'88, 1995; Risse-Kappen, 1991; Snyder, 1991),
Andrew Moravcsik must nevertheless be given pri-
mary credit for having put the liberal approach
squarely on the contemporary IR agenda
(Moravcsik, 1997; but see also Doyle, 1997). In his
view, three core assumptions underlie this chal-
lenge to neorealism and neoliberalism: the primacy
of societal actors over political instirutions, the
implication of which is that being-based on a 'bot-
tom-up' view of the political system, individual and
social groups are treated as prior to politics, insofar
as they define their interests independently of poli-
tics and then pursue these through poliíical
exchange and collecíive action; state prefereñces
represent the interests of a subset of society, in the
sense that state ofñcíals deñne state prefereñces
and act purposively in world politics in ternas of
these interests; and state behaviour in the interna-
íional system is determined by the confíguration
within it of interdependent state prefereñces, that is,
by the constraints imposed on a given state by the
prefereñces of other states (Moravcsik, 1997: 520).
Each of these core assumptions, Moravcsik argües,
supports a specifíc variant of liberal theory, that is,
ideational, cornmercial and republican líberalism,
respecíively. The fírsí pertains to the generation of
domesíic social demands, the second to the causal
mechanisms by means of which these are trans-
formed into síate preferences, and the third to the
resulting patterns of national prefereñces in interna-
tional settings (Moravcsik, 1997: 524-33).

Ápproaches Based on a
Social-Institutional Perspective

Social constructivism Aíthough 'social con-
structivism' (or simply 'constructivism'), like
'rational choice1, is essentially a meta-theoretical
síandpoint in the study of social phenomena, and
henee is foundational to political analysis rather
than being a specifíc analyíical or 'theoretical1

approach within IR, it will here - foílowing most
construcíivist scholars (Adler, 1997; Dunne, 1995;
Guzzini, 2000; Hopf, 1998; Ruggie, 1998; Wendt,
1999: 31) — be used to desígnate a more or less
coherent and emerging body of thought in IR,
including foreign policy analysis. Aíthough it has
roots going back ío Grotius, Kant and Hegel, and
was embedded already in some of the classic con-
tributions by Karl Deutsch, Emst Haas and in par-
ticular the English School (Bull, 1977; Deutsch,
1954; Haas, 1964, 1990; see also Dunne, 1995), it
is nevertheless regarded by most IR scholars today
as a relative newcomer to the sub-discipline; the

. term itself was fírst introduced to IR by Nicholas
Onuf as recently as 1989 (Onuf, 1989). At the same '
time, however, it has quickly established itself as
perhaps the maní contender to a mainstream per-
spective in IR usually designated as 'rationalisf
(see Katzenstein, 1996; and Fearon and Wendt in
this volume).

This is not the place to go ínto the details of social
constructivism, since this is done elsewhere in this
Handbook (see Chapter 5, as well as Guzzini, 2000).
However, it is fruitftil to distinguish between essen-
tially 'thmner' and 'thicker' versions, since con-
structivism incorporates — rather uneasily — an
increasingly broad spectrum of views. The former is
quintessentially representad by Wendt in his recent
treaíise on International politics (Wendt, 1999), but
also by other 'modernist' constmctivists, including
Emanuel Adler and Michael Barnett (1998), Jeff
Checkel (1999), John Ruggie (1998), Peter
Kaízenstein (1996), Thomas Risse-Kappen (1995b)
and Martha Finnemore (1996b). Followers of
'thicker' versions range from what Adler terms
'modernist linguistic' (or 'rule-orientad') construc-
tivists such as Friedrich Kratochwil (1989) and

•Nicholas Onuf (1989), the 'discursiva5 group to be
discussed below, to the 'postmodernists' such as
Richard Ashley (1984) and Rob Walker (1993), in
addition to a number of feminist scholars, particu-
larly Spike Peterson (1992), J. Ann Tickner (1993;
see also Chapter 14 in this volume) and Christine
Sylvester (1994). Since Wendt's type of construc-
tivism is explicitly not designed for the analysis of
foreign policy (Wendt, 1999: 11), I will not discuss
it further here. Similarly, insofar as postmoderaist
versions are diffícult to incorpórate within a foreign
policy framework as defíned here, these too will be
left aside. The specifícally discursiva approach will,
however, be discussed beíow.
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TMs leaves us here with. contributions to the
study of foreign policy from within the cmodemist'
type of consíructivism. This stream can be said to
consist, first of all} of a nomiative and ideatíonal
strand, which emphasizes that the world of inter-
national relations does not exist independently of
human action and cognition but, rather, that it is an
iníersubjeo-tive and meaningíul world whose rules
and practices are made and reproduced by human
ínteractions. A second strand, often intertwined
with the first, emphasizes the role of identities in
interaational relations, and does this by pointing to
the 'constitutive' role that norms and ideas play in
defíning identities and henee prescribing proper
behaviour-on-the part of given types of actors.

• Both these strands are exempíified in the varíous
chapters of the infiuential volume bn The Culture
of National Security (1996), edited by Peter
J. Katzenstein. Although it by no means cuts its roots
to mainstream social science (see Ruggie, 1998: 38),
it takes issue with the rationalism of both neorealism
and neoliberalism wiíh regard to the role of both
norms and identities in world politics. In particular,
it 'makes problematic the state interests that pre-
dominant explanatíons of national security often
take for granted', as Katzenstein wrítes in his
introduction (1996: 1). In this volume tvvo studies in .
particular exemplify a constructivist analysis of
foreign policy. The first, by Richard Price and Nina
Tannenwald, shows thaí while a raíionalisí analysis
of the non-use of both nuclear and chemical
weapons cannot account for such poíicies, a con-
structivist view, emphasizing the socially con-
structed nature of deterrence and deterrence
weapons, shows that the non-use of these weapons
can only be understood if one takes 'into account the
development of prohibitionary norms that shaped
these weapons as unacceptable "weapons of mass
destruction"' (Price and Tannenwald, 1996: 115).
Simílarly, Martha Finnemore has focused on another
form of foreign policy behaviour which cannot be
adequately explained by eiíher realist or liberal
theoríes: humanitarian interventions. which have no
geostrategic and/or economic importance to the
interveners in quesíion (Finnemore, 1996a; see also
Finnemore, 1996b). Insíead, she argües, íhis íype of
behaviour, and the manner in which it has changed
and developed since íhe nineteenth century, cannot
be understood apart from the changing nonnative
context in which it occurs, insofar as 'internationa}
norrnaíive context shapes the interests of interna--
tional actors and does so in both systematic and sys-
temic ways' (Finnemore, 1996a: 154). A third study
which also exemplifies a constructivist analysis of
foreign policy along these lines is Audie Klotz's
analysis of the role of international norms in the
internationaí embargo against the apartheid regime
in South África (Klotz, 1995). She argües that the
emergence of an international norm of racial equality
íed states - such as the United States - to redefine

íheir foreign poíicy interests despite a lack of
material incentives for so doing.

Discursiva approaches Following the so-called
íinguistic tura ín philosophy and social íheory, a
second holistic-interpretative approach, focusing on
the role of language in social inquiry, is slowly but
determinedly making inroads into foreign policy
analysis. One strand of this movement-belonging to
the so-called Copenhagen School (see} for example,
Buzan et al., 1998) —has as its startingpoint a critique
of the use of psychological and cognitive factors in
the explanation of the role of belief systems in foreign
policy, in particular a tendency to focus exclusively
on individual decisión-makers, viewing and
analysing behefs in positivists íerms, and an assump-
tion that language is a transparent médium without an
inner dynamic of its own (Larsen, 1997: 1-10).
Instead of analysing the belief systems of individual
decision-makers in this conventional manner, the
emphasis is here put on viewing the discourse char-
acterizing the foreign policy domain as a powerful
structural constraint, on a high level of generality,
shaping the foreign policy of the state in'question.
More specifically, drawing on social'constructivist
premises, Henrik Larsen has argued that 'the frame-
work of meaning wiíhin which foreign policy takes
place is seen as the basis of íhe way in which interests
and goals are constructed' (Larsen, 1999: 453).
However, conírary to 'thinner' constructivists, the
assumption in this type of discursive approach is that
intersubjective meaning cannot be apprehended in or
by itself but, rather, that it is constítuted by language.
As a consequence, discourses 'provide the basis on
which policy preferences, iníerests and goals are con-
structed' (Larsen, 1999: 453; Waever, 1998). Along
similar lines, Ole Waever has argued for a conceptu-
aiization of security - as ' secura tization' — based not
on the 'objective' measures of traditional security
studies but on speech act íheory and its emphasis on

• language as a privileged vehicle for gaining and exer-
cising social power. In this view, he writes, 'security
is not of interest as a sign that refers to something
more real; the utterance itself is íhe act', and henee
'something is a security problem when élites declare
it to be sos (Waever, 1995: 55, 54).

A second, different and broader strand has
recently been presented and discussed by Jennifer
Milliken (Milliken, 1999: 225, 228-30; see also
2001). She characterizes discourse theorists as
crossing over and mixing 'divisions between post-
structuralists, postmodernists and some feminisís
and social constructivists1, sharing at ieast íhe
following three commitments: viewing discourses
as systems of signifícatión that construct social real-
ities (see, for example, Milliken, 1996; Mutimer,
1999; Weldes and Saco} 1996); the claim that dis-
courses are productive of the things defmed by the
discourse, such as common sense and policy prac-
tices. (see, for exampie, Campbell, 1993; Doty,
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1996; Huysmans, 1998; Waever, 1995; Weber,
1995; Weldes, 1999; Weldes and Saco, 1996); and
cstudying dornmating or hegemonic discourses, and
íheir strucíuring of meaning as connected to imple-
menting practices and ways of making these intelli-
gible and legitímate1 (see, for example, Bartelson,

- 49,95.;-.Fierke, 1998; Neumann,. 1998; Syivester,
1994). Discourse analysts thus focus on signifíca-
tive practices and the knowledge systems underly-
ing them, and are as such not only concerned with
meta-theoretical critique büt also with crítical
theorizing about the knowledge/power nexus (on'
the latter, see also Guzzini, 2000; Neufeid, 1993).

Ápproaches Based on an Interpretative
Actor Perspectiva

In their book-length discussion of core meta-
theoretical issues in IR, Martin Hollis and Steve
Srnith have described individualist interpretative
approaches to foreign policy as follows:

Understanding proceeds by reconstructing at an indi-
vidual level, This Weberían line has been rnuch used in
International Relations, especially in íhe sub-field
known as Foreign Poiicy Analysis. Here the concern is
to understand decisions from íhe síandpohit of the
decision-makers. by reconstructmg íheir reasons. The
foreign policy behaviour of staíes depends on how indi-
viduáis with power perceive and analyse situations.
Collecíive acíion is a sum or cornbínation of individual
actions. (Hoilis and Smith, 1990: 74)

In addition, they make the distinction within herme-
neutics — which íhe above approach exemplifíes —
between understanding individual actipns through
social rules and collective meanings (a top-down-
procedure)., and understanding collective policy
through their individual elements (bottom-up).
Inasmuch as íhe top-down view is quintessentially
the one discussed above in terms of social-
institutional approaches, we are here left with the
latter íype of focus, which also happens to be the
least utilized today in the study of foreign policy.

The historical antecedenís of this approach go
back to the pioneering work of Richard C. Snyder
and his associates, focusing on a systematic empiri-
cal analysis pf the actual deliberations of foreign'
policy decision-makers (Snyder et al., 1962; see also
Paige, 1968). Insofar as the focal point in studies of
this kind are íhe reasoned - rather than rational -
choices made by decisíon-makers, certain aspects of
role theory also exemplify this approach, at least
insofar as the analysis of particular role conceptions
puts the focus on the reasoning of individual riational
foreign policy-makers and their understanding of the .
international system and the perceived role of their
own states within this larger system (see, for exam-
ple, Holsti, 1987; Hyde-Price} 2000: 42-7; and the
discussion of 'role-players1 in Hollis and Smith,

1990: 155-9, 214-16). The same goes for more clas-
sical understandings of the role bf the 'national inter-
est' in foreign poíicy decision-making, based on
individual interpretations of this much maligned but
exceedingly flexible concept, as well as ío the study
of the role of crucial decision-makers during crises
(see, for example, Bernstein, 2000: 161-4).

However, a more illustrative and coníemporary
exemplar of this type of analysis is Philip Zelikow
and Condoleezza Rice's detailed study of Germán
reunification (Zelikow and Rice, 1995). It offers an
insider's view of the innermost workings of the top
élites'of the United States, the Soviet Union, West
Germany, East ¿Germany, JBritain.and France,in.,the ,
creaííon of a united .Germany, The logic of explana-
tion is to determine the thinking of these élites - the
reasoning behind their choices — and then to proffer
it in explanation of the immense changes that
occurred during the year following the collapse of
the Berlín Wall. This is 'thick description' at its best;
and althougn íhey have been chided for eschewing
theory altogether in following this strategy (see, for
example, Risse, 1997), it should at the same time be
emphasized that although-no-'causal-analysis^or-the-
orizing) in the conventional sense is provided, the
focus is most certainly not simply on 'whaf
occurred, but also onthe Vhy1 and £how' aspects of
this process. The assumptíon undérlymg rnis type of
analysis is the counter-factual argument that had not
the main actors in "this "historical "process xeasoned
and made choices the way they actually did, the
history of this period would have been different. In
any case, insofar as cwhy' issues can have boíh a
'because of and an £in -order to' impli catión, -and
since there are strong philosophical arguments in
favour of imputing some form of causality also to
purposive behaviour (see' Carlsnaes, 1986; 32-8),
there is no justification for off-hand denigrating
this type of an approach for beíng £ descriptive' raíher
than 'explanatory'. In this connectíon it should also
be noted thaí despite a deep concern with íts lack of
theoretical anchorage, Risse has been able to utilize
this descriptive-analytic study ío illustrate the role of
'comrnunicatíve acíion1 and -'friendly persuasión' in
intemational relations (Risse, 2000). Indeed, insofar
as the 'logic of arguing5 - as distinct from the logics
of 'consequentiah'sm' and 'appropriateness' — aims
ai achieving a reasoned consensus on the part of real
life decision-makers (such as Konl and Gorbachev),
this approach seems to be ideally suited for analysis
from within the interpretative actor perspective.

Is A SYNTHETIC APPROACH TO POREIGW
POLICY ANALYSIS FEASIBLE?

This rich flora — indeed, surfeit — of alternative
approaches to foreign poiicy analysis raises the ques-
tion whether it is possible to synthesize or rntegrate
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at least some of íhese, or if we are willy-nilly obíiged
to choose between them. Hollis and Smith, for exam-
ple, have claimed that there are always two stories to
tell - that of 'explanation' versus 'understanding1,
correspondíng to the distinction aboye between
'objectivism1 and 'iníerpretativism1 - and that they
cannot be combíned into one type of narrative (Holhs
and Smíth, .1550). Similar¡y, !Jiolísm! and 'individu-
alism1 have most often been assumed to be in princi-
pie mutually exclusive categorías, forcing us into
either a 'top-down' or 'bottom-up' mode of analysis.
However, other scholars - often wiíh a less pro-
nounced meta-theoretical bent - have argued for íhe
feasibility of such analytical integration, usually
combining.this wiíh empirical research that has lení
strong support for such an integrative view of foreign
policy analysis.

Perhaps the most notable recent example of such
an. ambition is provided by a number of studies
that have focused on íhe link between domestic
structures and foreign policy actions. Peter
Katzenstein's early work (1976, 1978) has'played a
pioneering role in paving the way for studies of this
kind, which have óften had the added advantage of
being comparative and henee reaching back — albeit
wiíhout the same 'scientistic1 ambitions — to earlier
work withín CFP. Sígnificant research stimulated
by this approach has included studies by Matthew
Evangelista (1988, 1995), Risse-Kappen (1991,
1994, 1995a) and Jack Snyder (1991; see also the
discussion in Evangelista, 1997). Some of this work
has also taken its cue from Peter. Goureviích's
notion of the 'second-image reversed', focusing on
how international institutions affect foreign policy
change via its effects on domestic publics and henee
on state actions (Gourevitch, 1978; Checkel, 1999;
Keck and Sikkink, 1998; Risse et al., 1999).

However, the mainproblem with 'domestic struc-
ture' as an integrative bridge is that it assumes and
henee reinforces the divide between domestic and
international politics which, as I have suggested
above, is highly questionable as a feasible founda-
tional basehne for a sub-discipline that needs to prob-
lematize this boundary rather than positing it by
assumption. Furthermore, this argumení has various
strands that are not necessarily mutually compatible
as explanaíions. Thus, it can refer to an essentially
holistic structural view, as in Katzenstein's work on
the role of weak versus strong societies (TCatzenstein,
1976), or in the Edemocratic peace3 argument
(Russett, 1993); to an agency-based view in terms of
which domestic structures act as intervening factors
between societal actors and síate action (Checkel¿
1997; Kisse-Kappen, 1991); or to more recent con-
structivist approaches emphasizing the impact of
ideas and norms - either domestic or international -
as sources of foreign policy change (Checkel, 1997;
Finnemore and Sikkink, 1998; Reus-Smit, 1999).
Given íhese contending uses to which the domestic
structure argument has been put, as well as the

more fundamental criticism raised above, it is
difñcult to see how it can sustain a central role as a
'íheoretical bridge' (Evangelista, 1997: 204) in
foreign policy analysis.

My own view is that a synthetic framework for
analysing foreign policy ís indeed possible, but that it
has to be on a level of abstraction that does noí sub-
stantively,,preju4ge explanatiqn. in favour of any par-
ticular type or combination of empirical facíors (such
as 'domestic structure1). Since I have elaborated on ií
elsewhere, I wiíl here simply give a skeletal outline
of the explanatory logic of such a suggested synthetic
frameworkof analysis (Carlsnaes, 1986,1992, 19933

1994). The starting point is the claim that while the
meta-theoretical maírix used above is specifically
designed for the parpóse of classifying approaches to
foreign policy analysis in terms of their most funda-
mental oníological and epistemological presupposi-
tions} it is less suitable for empirical analysis itself as
distinguished from meta-theoretical dissection.
Arguably, in the 'games real actors play1 (Scharpf,
1997) action is always a combination of purposive
behaviour, cognitive-psychological factors and the
various structural phenomena characterizing socie-
ties and their environments, and henee explanations
of actual foreign policy actions mustperforce be able
to give accounís that do not by definition exclude or
privilege any of these íypes of explanans. Insofar as
the matrix used- above does nave such knplications
(albeit for gbod analytical-cum-pedagogical rea-
sons), it simply will not be able to deliver the goods
in this respect. Indeed, an ironic implication of this
way of conceptualizing and understanding the foun-
dational issues underíying foreign policy analysis is
that it is only when we succeed in overriding. the
logic exemplified in this chapter - the four generic
perspectives, which by definition are mutually
exclusive - that there will be a real chance of achiev-
ing this ambition.

Thus, rather than thinking in terms of a logic of
mutual exclusión, I suggest that we instead concep-
tualize such an analytic framework in terms of a
tripartite approach consisting of an intentional, a
dispositional and a structural dimensión of expla-
nation, as follows:

Foreign Policy Actions
(D
A

intentiona! dimensión
(2\ dimensión

. O)
A

structural dimensión
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Although analytically autonomous, these three
dimensions are conceived as closely linked in the
sense that they can be conjoined in a lógica!, step-by-
step manner to render increasingly exhaustive expla-
naíions of foreign policy actions qua explanandum as
defíned earíier. This means, fírst of al!, that a teleo-
lo'gicál-exp'ianation (1) in tenns solely of the inten-
tional dimensión is fully feasible, based either on
strict rationality assumptions or on more traditional
modes of intentional analysis. It also means, how-
ever, that one can choose to 'deepen' the analysis by
providing a causal determination (2) of policy - as
opposed to an explanation wholly in terms of given
goals and preferences - in which the factors charac-
íerizing the intentional dimensión are themselves
explained in terms of underlying psychological-
cognitive factors which have disposed a given actor
to have this and noí that preference or intention. The
distinction between íhese two levéis can also be
described'in íerms of an 'in order to' and a 'because
of dimensión, the former referring to the intentionaí
sphere, the latter constiíuting the link between this
intention and íhe having of it: how a particular inten-
tion has become a particular actor's intention. Finally,
the third layer is based on the assumption that in so
far as intentional behaviour is never pursued outside
the crucible of structural determinar! on, factors of the
latter kind must always be able to figure causally (3)
in our accounís of the former. As conceived here, this
link- between structure and agency can be conceived
as both of a constraining and of an enabling kind,
causally affecting poíicy actions via its effects on the
dispositional characteristics of the agents of policy.
(Although noí indicated in the figure, foreign policy
actions can in tura afifect- either by intention or unin-
tentionally in the forra of outcomes — both the struc-
tural and dispositional dimensions, providing for the
dynamic interaction over time between agential and
structural factors, thus invoking íhe agency-structure
issue, to be discussed briefiy below.)

Although this type of an integrative framework
eschews the dichotomization of approaches dis-
cussed above, it does not as such uegate the applica-
bility of aay of these — as long as they are used when
and if analytically appropriate. Indeed, approaches
from'all the four types of rock-bottom perspectives
discussed above can be fully utilized; the 'structurar
and £social-institutionalj when analysing causal Hnks
between the structural and dispositional dimensions;
'agency-básed' perspectives when tracing causal pat-
tems between the dispositionaí and the intentional
dimensión; and the 'interpretative actor' perspective
when the purpose is to "penétrate the teíeological
íinks between intentions and foreign policy actions.

CONCUJDING REMARKS

To^ound.up this overview I would like to conclude
by briefly pointing to three theoretical issues that

cut across the perspectives discussed above and
which, in my opinión, will continué to remain topi-
cal and controversial in the study of foreign policy
(as in the social sciences in general).

The first of these pertains ío explaining the dyna-
mics of foreign policy change, both in terms of actor

•"and^poricy characteristics.- Exeept for a short burst of
interest in the early 1980s (Buzan and Jones, 1981;
Gilpin, 1981; Goidmann, 1982; Holsti, 1982; Holsti
et al, 1980; see also Goidmann, 1988), this was not a •
topic that attracted much attention until the profound
transformations occurríng at the end of that decade.
These developments revealed the embarrassing fací
that not only were. many of-these 'changes unantici-
pated, but also that the events in question were dífíi-
cult to explaia even expostfacto in terms of existing
theories, models or analytic approaches. Although
this theoretical dearth led to a renewed interest in the
analysis of foreign policy change (Carlsnaes, 1993;
Gustavsson, 1998, 1999; Hermann, 1990; Rosati et
ai., 1994; see also Koslowski and Kratochwil, 1995),
there is líttle consensus on the best way of doing so.
Gíven the eclectic nature of the fíeld as such, as well
as the fundamental differences'between the types "of
perspectives preseníed above, some of which are
inherentiy more amenable to the study of change than
others, this should of course not come as a surprise.
At íhe same tune, this issue is seminal to the future of
the field as a whole, given the increased globalization
of internatioiial relations — a process arguably. under-
mining íhe relative autonomy of íhe state qua foreign
policy actor — as well as the emergence of new types
of foreign policy actors, such as the EU, claiming not
only foreign policy competencies bf "theír own 'but
also as representing -their member states, henee
eroding the sovereignty of the latter (see, for example,
White,2001).

A second conteníious and tópica! concern within
the field pertains to the role of ideas in the explana-
tion of foreign policy. For long banished frorn
mainstream social science explanatlons, the
ideational factor finally gained full admission in the
early 1990s with íhe publication of the edited volume
on Ideas and Foreign Policy (Goldstein and Keohane,
1993). Underlying this introduction lay the realization
that explanations based solely on rational actors
maxirnizing a utílity function rooted in material inter-
ests were often inadequate to account fully for the
foreign policy behaviour of síates. Instead. it was sug-
gested, ideas too can have an índependent causal
effect on foreign policy £even when human beings
behave rationally to achieve their ends' (Goldstein'
and Keohane, 1993: 5; see also Checkel, 1997;
Jacobsen, 1995; Risse-Kappen, 1994; Yee, 1996).
Although welcomed by scholars on the interpretative
side of the epistemological fence, this admission of
the causal efficacy of ideas has nevertheless led to
considerable controversy within the fíeld (see, for
example, Koslowski and Krato.chw,il3,1995; Laffey
and Weldes, 1997). The basic criticism is that
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'rationalists' continué to trn'nk in terms of
'naturalistic1 factors even when conceptualizíng ideas
(viewing íhem as cognitively and individually held
'beliefs'. with causal effects, as well as being distinct
from 'interests'), whereas the social constractivist
view is fhat 'ideational factors relate to social action

. in the forra of constitutive rules', as Ruggie notes
(Ruggie, 1998: 38). In the light of this view, to sp'éak
of 'ideational variables1 is íantamount to perpetrating
an oxymoron — a begging of the whole quesíion of
what ideas are and are not, and henee how they are
affected by and affect social interaction. Clearly, this
debate is only at its beginning and will continué to be
a focal point for critical discussion.

Finally, a third íssue, and one that has received
considerable theoretical attention during the past
decade, and continúes to do so today, is the agency-
structure problematique in foreign policy analysis. •
For all practical purposes Wendt put it on the agenda
in a much-quoted articie published in 1987, and since
then-it has been hotly debated but hardly resolved to
the satisfaction of all concerned (Bieler and Morton, •
2001; Carlsnaes, 1992, 1994; Dessler, 1989; Doty,
1997; Friedman and Starr, 1997; Guzzini, 1993;
Hollis and Srnith, 1991,1992,1994; Patomáki, 1996;
Suganami, 1999; Wight, 1999). At the heart of this
problem líes the increasingly wídespread recognition
that, instead of being antagonistic partners in a zero-
sura relationship, human agents and social structures
are in a fundamental sense dynamicaily interrelated
entities, and henee that we cannot account folly for
the one without invoking the other. The 'problena' is
that although such views of reciprocal implication
suggest that the properties of both agents and social
structures are relevant to a proper understanding of
social behavíour (including the study of change), we
nevertheless (as Wendt noted in his original articie)
'lack a seif-evident way to conceptualize these enti-
ties andthekrelationship1 (Wendt, 1987: 338).

This is also, perhaps, an appropriaíe íssue and tone
of voice with which to put an end to this overview of
the vicissitudes and current condition • of foreign
policy analysis, since it touches on the central core of
íhe field itself: the fact that foreign policy actions are
located at the very centre of the international relations
of states, incorporating a multitude of influences -
structural and agential, as well as international, soci-
etal and individual — that continually irnpinge on
them and on their decision-makers. To capture these
complex and reciprocal processes, and to do so well,
is the challenge that will persist in energizing this
field of study as long as states continué to remain
viable actors within the international system.

Note

The auíhor would like to thank the following colleagues (as
well as an anonymous reviewer) for commenting on earlier
versions of the chapter: Stefano Guzzini, Valerie Hudson,.
Jenn-ifer Milliken, Thomas Risse, Jerel Rosati, Beth

Sirnmons and Colín Wight The author also thanks partici-
panís at various seminars in Uppsala, Oslo and Gothenburg.
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